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This not only compromised consumer trust but also impacted their bottom line as fraud costs 
skyrocketed. In this case, victims were at risk of having their cryptocurrency accounts drained 
and having their social media handles taken hostage. The harm to firms who failed to protect 
their users against these kinds of attacks is also high. It ranges from major reputational damage 
to liability for lost funds to the risk of losing users to more secure competitors.

They knew that additional identity security measures needed to be taken but didn’t want to 
introduce additional user friction that would alienate consumers further.

An Account Takeover (ATO) occurs when “a 
malicious third party successfully gains access to a 
user’s account credentials. By posing as the real user, 
cybercriminals can change account details, send out 
phishing emails, steal financial information or sensitive 
data, or use any stolen information to access further 
accounts within the organization.”

What is an Account Takeover?

Account Takeovers annually  
hit 22% of US Adults and 
cause ~$288 billion in fraud

● The fraudster takes over the victim's phone number through a SIM swap attack and steals the 
username/password of the victim and logs into the cryptocurrency exchange.

● Since the cryptocurrency exchange does not recognize the new device, it calls Trust Score+ to
detect if a SIM swap has occurred on that account.

● If a SIM swap has occurred, the cryptocurrency exchange routes the user to further inspection before 
granting them access to the account.

● In almost all cases where accounts were locked due to insight from Trust Score, victims confirmed that their 
accounts had been taken over. Since accounts were locked before any damage could be done, the 
cryptocurrency exchange could safeguard the victims' crypto coins.

Here’s how the cryptocurrency exchange leveraged Trust Score+:

Note: There were some cases where accounts were locked despite no actual fraud having taken place. This was because not all SIM swaps are nefarious. SIM swaps often occur for legitimate reasons—perhaps 
you dropped your phone in the toilet and wanted to activate an old phone you had in a drawer. However, all SIM swaps should be subject to additional scrutiny as a safety measure.

The Result? ZERO reported successful Account Takeovers
since implementing Trust Score.

The Challenge A major global cryptocurrency exchange struggled with SIM 
Swap Attacks & Social Engineering targeting their clients' accounts

ATOs are one of the fastest-growing and most devastating fraud vectors plaguing companies 
and consumers today.  In 2022 alone, ATOs hit 22% of US adults and represented nearly $288 
billion in fraud, and T-Mobile alone was reported to have been breached over 100 times in 
ATO phishing attacks. From cryptocurrency exchanges to social media networks, all digital 
service providers that require users to log in are at risk of making headlines for falling victim to 
these increasingly common attacks if they do not have preventative technology in place.

https://www.experian.com/blogs/ask-experian/what-is-account-takeover-fraud-how-to-prevent-it/
https://tech.co/news/adult-account-takeover-fraud
https://tech.co/news/adult-account-takeover-fraud
https://krebsonsecurity.com/2023/02/hackers-claim-they-breached-t-mobile-more-than-100-times-in-2022/
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"Consumers expect digital services to be effortless and secure. Yet security can often be cumbersome," said 
David Birch, Global Ambassador at Consult Hyperion. "With new, cutting-edge attacks such as SIM swaps, 
businesses need more and better security, which could mean more friction and therefore fewer customers. 
Prove's technologies deliver the security without the friction."

An Improved Customer Experience While Keeping Accounts Secure
Trust Score has an additional benefit of creating a more seamless experience for legitimate 
users. One of the main complaints that consumers have about accessing online services is that 
proving their identities through passwords, knowledge-based authentication, and SMS 
one-time passcodes is cumbersome and time-consuming. 

Prove overcame this trade-off by using advanced analytics to log into online accounts as easy 
for good users and impossible for scammers.

Learn more at: www.prove.com

1,000+ companies and 500+ banks trust Prove to 
secure their onboarding, digital servicing, call 
center, e-commerce, payments, and 
compliance experiences.

So what can businesses do today to stop Account Takeovers?

To prevent ATOs, companies need to secure vulnerable One-Time-Passcodes by analyzing, in 
real-time, the trust level of a transaction through phone number intelligence and associated 
trust indicators. Enter Prove’s Trust Score+TM. Trust Score leverages phone number signals from 
the core telephony infrastructure, proprietary data sources, and Prove’s 15+ years of phone 
data to identify risks based on the history of that phone number while pulling in Mobile Network 
Operator (MNO)/carrier data to track risky phone number behavior in real-time during high-risk 
events (e.g., money movement, password changes, phone number updates, etc.) to detect 
account takeover risk,  identify device theft, unauthorized SIM swaps and ports, and more.

Key trust indicators that Trust Score+ taps 
into to detect and stop ATOs:

● SIM & Device Velocity: how many SIM or Device 
changes have been associated with a phone 
number?

● SIM Tenure: how long has this SIM been active?

● Call-Forwarding Enabled: has call-forwarding 
been enabled for this number?

http://www.prove.com
https://www.prove.com/blog/trust-score

